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Introduction
The Condocean business model relies upon the fact that the constructor of a seastead will want 
to sell shares of it in large chunks and not to 200 individual persons. This happens in order to 
save time and money and focus on construction. Condocean will enable individuals to join their 
ressources to buy room on a seastead for condominiums, and we will also provide utilities once 
customers have moved in. 
 
Condocean condominiums will be a unique product not found anywhere else. Placed in 
international waters, Condocean will give you a home with an unrivalled view of the sea with 
up to 270 degree view angle. As one of the first persons to live on the ocean full time, you 
can make history by pioneering a new way of life. And perhaps at least as important, being 
independent from any existing nation state, Condocean invites you to enjoy a degree of 
personal freedom that has yet to be heard of.
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Condocean relies on its initial capital to come from a form of crowdfunding, where potential 
customers sign a document stating they will buy a condominium. When sufficient signatures 
have been gathered, customers transfer money to Condocean. Then we buy the required share 
of the seastead platform and pass on the condominiums to customers.
 
This means no single investor needs to be convinced about the validity of the Condocean 
concept and carry the risk of a large financial loss. Instead, the funders and the customers are 
the same persons, getting exactly what they expect instead of awaiting future profits.
 
Globally and in the long term, urban and suburban housing prices have increased as cities have 
continued to grow in both population and area. Middle income households must look still further 

 



away from the city centre to find real estate at accessible prices.
 
At coastal cities, this has made creating housing on the ocean within commuting distance of the 
city an attractive possibility. 
 

 
Financial Analysis

Amount of Funding Needed
Condocean condominiums are to be placed on a seastead together with at least three other 
businesses. Assuming Condocean will be run on a seastead the size of the ClubStead1 platform 
design of The Seasteading Institute, we expect 50 room units of 1,370 sq. ft. each are to be 
bought and sold by Condocean.
 
ClubStead construction costs are estimated to $311 per sq. ft. An estimate for the initial funding 
needed therefore amounts to 50 room units * 1,370 sq. ft. * $311 = $21,303,500.
To include a profit for the Condocean company, this number is enlarged to $25,000,000.

How To Get Funded
Condocean will make use of a type of crowdfunding approach inspired by The Free State 
Project. The FSP is an initiative to get 20,000 likeminded people to sign a document that 
commits them to moving to New Hampshire. So far, they have received more than 10,000 
signatures from people swearing to selling their old house, buy a new one in New Hampshire, 
and make the move. 
 
The seasteading strategy has the advantage of, if successful, winning a lot of freedom, and 
the disadvantage of usually requiring a lot of start up capital, so one individual cannot make 
the move alone. The FSP strategy has the advantage of people being able to make big steps 
towards their goal by individual effort. Their disadvantage is that their goal is not particularly 
attractive: They are not gaining a lot of freedom.
 
Condocean will take the advantage of FSP and bring it to seasteading. Furthermore, to fund 
Condocean, we need just a very small number of people compared to the 10,000 that FSP 
already has, and we need them to commit to something similar: When 49 other people have 
signed the same document as you, you agree to buy a condominium from Condocean.
 
At $25 mio. for 50 units, that amounts to $500,000 per condominium.

Budgets
Profits come from two sources:

1http://seasteading.org/mission/additionalreading/clubstead

 



● The initial transfer of housing from the platform constructor to individual Condocean 
customers. Buying at $21,303,500 and selling at $25 mio. gives a 14.8% or $3,696,500 
contribution margin.

● Operational maintenance fees.
 
First Year: From Conception To Operational
Income  Amount USD

Selling 50 condominiums  25,000,000

Total  25,000,000

   

Costs   

Buying buildings from constructor  21,303,500

Wages for Condocean staff2  200,000

Advertisement  1,000,000

Total  22,503,500

   

Net profit  2,496,500

 
Second Year: Operational

Income  Amount USD

Fees for maintenance and utilities paid by 
condominium owners

16,000*50 800,000

Total  800,000

   

Costs   

Maintenance of buildings, waste disposal and 
provided fresh water3

8,000*50 400,000

Power4 0.30*2,000
*50

30,000

2Three persons full time as discussed in the section Operational Plan
3Based on utility prices in a typical first world city on land and doubling that
4$0.30 per kWh. 2,000 kWh per year per condominium.

 



Wages for Condocean staff  200,000

Total  630,000

   

Net profit  170,000
 

 
Operational Plan

1. Find structure for sale suited to the purpose of full time living.
2. Write document to be signed by customers declaring they will buy a condominium when 

49 others have also signed the same document.
3. Get lawyer to read, correct and verify document.
4. Find 50 customers to sign document through channels discussed in section “Marketing 

plan”.
5. Receive money from customers.
6. Buy building from constructor.
7. Have customers move in.
8. Maintain utilities.
9. Repeat to grow Condocean.

 
Staff
Three persons are expected to be working full time for Condocean:

● Executive Director: Handles overall responsibility of making Condocean happen.
● Director of Technology: Leads the decision to select what kind of structure to 

place Condocean on and to verify the integrity of it. Also responsible for providing 
and maintaining infrastructure such as power, plumbing and internet connection for 
Condocean residents.

● Director of Communication: Handles marketing and press relations.
 

Marketing Plan
Condocean marketing will target the following segments:

● The seasteading community
● Libertarians, age 25-99
● Entrepreneurs
● Local people generally, age 25-99

As discussed later, Condocean needs just 50 buyers to get started. It will be attempted at first 
to get this amount of buyers by word of mouth and free advertisement through the following 
communities. If this attempt is somewhat successful but we are still short of some buyers, paid 
advertisement will commence.
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The Seasteading Community
Motivation
For whatever reasons members of the seasteading community like seasteading, for the same 
reasons they will want to buy a place to live from Condocean: Pioneering a new way of life, 
increased political freedom, diversifying humanity’s use of earth’s resources, etc.
 
Channels of Outreach
The seasteading community is geographically scattered around the world. Most communication 
within the group happens on the internet primarily through channels of The Seasteading 
Institute such as forums, mailing lists and social networks.
 
These channels are open for us to post our own messages inviting people to buy a condo 
from Condocean, but it is very likely that The Seasteading Institute is willing to help us reach 
community members in the most efficient way. Cooperation on this should be established with 
TSI soon.
 
Selling Points
Members of the seasteading community are already excited about the idea of living on the 
water: That is indeed why they are community members. Therefore, when reaching out to this 
group, we should not emphasize the advantages of ocean living. Instead, we must convey that 
transitioning from a life on land to one on the ocean is easier than you might expect.
The two main selling points for this segment should be:

● Maintain a land job: Commuting to the coastal city 25nm away will take no more than 1 
hour in a fast boat.

● Utilities provided: Condocean takes care of drinking water, power, internet access and 

 



waste disposal for a fee.
 
Libertarians, Age 25-99
Motivation
Small or no government libertarians are a frustrated crowd as most governments around the 
world seem to keep growing. Condocean condominiums are located outside the territorial zone 
of coastal government and can thus offer a very attractive environment for libertarians.
 
Channels of Outreach
Obviously, the group of libertarians most likely to become customers of Condocean already live 
in the large coastal city nearby, because they can make the move and still stay close to friends, 
family and current job. Advertising with local libertarian groups is the best way to reach them.
However, as the Free State Project shows, libertarians can be willing to move quite a distance 
to gain political freedom, and therefore we must also reach libertarians from around the world. 
National libertarian organisations should be asked to tell their members about Condocean, and 
advertisements should be placed in internationally popular American libertarian media such as 
Reason Magazine.
 
Selling Points

● Little to no taxes: Except if you have a land job and the land government taxes you.
● Live and let live: Do what you want as long as you do not hurt others.

 
Entrepreneurs
Motivation
In most existing countries, starting a business is a long, cumbersome, and bureaucratic affair. 
And once it is running, you need to follow a long code of government standards and regulation 
remembering to send the right papers at the right deadlines to the right authorities. So if your 
business is allowed to start at all, this means you need to hire a certified public accountant and 
spend a lot of time dealing with things that are not essential to your product.
 
Condocean offers an opportunity for entrepreneurs to get a home or an office where, depending 
on the kind of business, they do not need to do a lot of this paperwork.
 
The above assumes the entrepreneur is allowed to start his kind of business at all. But even 
more importantly, Condocean will offer entrepreneurs an office or a home from which to run 
business types that have been outlawed by the land government.
 
Channels of Outreach
The channels of outreach differ depending on whether the targeted entrepreneurs are local or 
global:
Local: Advertisements should be placed in local entrepreneurs’ media such as financial 
newspapers and magazines.
Global: Advertisements should be placed in globally read financial newspapers and magazines 

 



such as The Wall Street Journal and Financial Times and messages posted on financial and 
entrepreneurial internet forums.
 
Selling Points

● Less paperwork: Depending on your business, an entrepreneur can eliminate a lot or 
all of his government related paperwork.

● No regulation: Run your business as you want as long as it doesn’t hurt others.
● No customs and little to no taxes: You can potentially import goods from around the 

world without paying customs. And of course keep all of your profit.
● Inexpensive office space: Condocean housing prices will be lower than conventional 

housing prices in the centre of most larger cities in developed countries.
 
Local People Generally, Age 25-99
Motivation
People are commuting more and longer than ever before with 1 and 2 hours of commuting 
time no longer being uncommon. If you’re on the market looking for a place for you and maybe 
your family to live, Condocean is an attractive opportunity for a unique and less expensive 
condominium.
 
Channels of Outreach
Have advertisements printed in the conventional channels of the local real estate business. 
Also, contact one of those tv-shows where the contestants must guess the value of real estate 
and offer them the opportunity to make a unique episode.
 
Selling Points

● Lower square foot price.
● Keep your land job: Commuting to the coastal city 25nm away will take no more than 1 

hour in a fast boat.
● Little to no taxes: Except if you have a land job and the land government taxes you.
● Ocean view
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SWOT Analysis in the Real Estate Market
Strengths

● A product unlike anything else on the market.
● The crowdfunding method means there is little financial risk is involved.

 
Weaknesses

● Pioneering a new business and living location means we can only benefit from personnel 
with experience from tangentially related fields. In the beginning, many choices will be 
based on intuition instead of experience and experiments, so less-than-optimal decisions 
are almost bound to be made.

○ Mitigate by drawing on experts in tangentially related fields like traditional 
realtors; people used to spending most of their time on the water like cruise ship 
staff and oil rig staff; and condominum-owners’ associations.

 
Opportunities

● If the market for ocean living grows, Condocean will, as a pioneer, be in a very favorable 
position to expand its business.

 
Threats

● If the nearby coastal state does not like people living outside their jurisdiction but 
physically close, it may employ a number of tactics to make the lives of Condocean 
customers harder ranging from special customs to an outright military attack. This risk 
is enlarged if Condocean is placed on a seastead together with controversial business 
ventures such as abortion facilities or a secret bank.

○ Mitigate by making sure that the coastal government is not directly hostile 

 



towards our product before choosing a location for Condocean. Also investigate 
the other businesses ventures on the seastead for getting potential issues with 
local land government. And possibly get a contract restricting what kinds of 
businesses can be run on the same seastead as Condocean as a requirement 
for Condocean to buy in.

 
Product Information
This section will very briefly discuss how Condocean can sell different kinds of condominiums to 
appeal to more segments. An attempt will not be made to estimate the price of each, except that 
the total cost of a condominium used in the Financial section is based on the Standard Condo. 
Potential sub-segments within the main segments, as covered in the Marketing section, will be 
highlighted. Three kinds of condominiums are suggested:
 
Basic Condo
This is basically one large room with no interior, open to the inhabitants to fit out as they want. 
Wiring for electricity and internet connection is supplied as well as plumbing.
 
Target Segment
Students, people from the DIY community.
 
Standard Condo
The Standard Condo outfits the condominium with six rooms, one of them kitchen and one 
bathroom.
 
Target Segment
Middle class individuals and families.
 
Double Condo Deluxe
This is two regular condominium sizes combined to form a total area of 2,740 sq. ft. Equipped 
with an extra large luxurious kitchen, two bathrooms and six large living rooms, the Double 
Condo Deluxe is the choice for the wealthy individual/family or can easily be shared by two 
families wanting to live together.
 
Target Segment
Upper class individuals and families as well as families interested in co-housing communities.

 


